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Feature at a Glance

Introducing: Ariba Network Duplicate Account Check

Customer challenge

Solution area

Meet that challenge with 

SAP Ariba

Implementation information

Experience key benefits

Prerequisites and Restrictions

Ease of implementation      

Geographic relevance

Low touch / simple 

Global

Ariba Network, supplier registration (onboarding) This feature is automatically on for Suppliers (net-new 

and existing) on Ariba Network and is ready for 

immediate use. Some parts of the feature require 

configuration by the supplier.

Email domain registration (and blocking) is only 

available for email domains from “validated user 

emails” and for non-public domains.

Buying organizations that onboard suppliers through 

Ariba applications (Sourcing, Supplier Lifecycle and 

Performance, Ariba Buying) or via buyer invites 

directly in the network may use any supplier contact 

to initiate the process. If supplier contacts don’t 

remember they have an existing account, or are not 

aware of supplier accounts created by others within 

their organization, they may end-up creating a new, 

duplicate account. On the other hand, supplier 

contacts should be able to be responsive to any 

buyer request and not be blocked by the Ariba 

Network registration process.

This feature adds a duplicate account check in the 

Ariba Network account registration process for both 

standard and enterprise accounts as well as accounts 

created in Ariba Discovery (referred to as walk up 

registrations). A user may also search for existing 

supplier accounts directly from the login page.

In addition, suppliers may now “register” email 

domains to receive notification when new accounts 

are created or a new relationship is established using 

such registered email domain, and optionally select if 

establishing new fulfillment relationships using a new 

account are blocked.

Benefits include a reduction in duplicate account 

records which makes it easier for buyers to engage 

with suppliers.

Supplier-side account management can improve and 

especially integration investment may be better 

leveraged.

Duplicate check is “non-intrusive” for sourcing flows.
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Feature at a Glance - Detailed feature information

Introducing: Duplicate Account Check

Duplicate Account Check through Search
Suppliers may search for existing registered supplier accounts before registering for a new account. If an existing account is found that may represent their supplier 

entity (and they do not yet have their own user login), the user may view the account profile and contact the account admin (to request a user account).
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Feature at a Glance - Detailed feature information

Introducing: Duplicate Account Check

Duplicate Account Check through document details during ad-hoc collaboration request
If a supplier receives a Purchase Order, a Sourcing invitation or any other ad-hoc collaboration request, and clicks the action link, then Ariba Network will now 

automatically run a duplicate check based on the supplier details from the document and display any matching accounts. If the supplier recognizes any of the 

accounts as their own, then they can directly login*. Otherwise they can contact the account admin. 

[*This requires the admin user for any non-sourcing related onboarding flows.]
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Feature at a Glance - Detailed feature information

Introducing: Duplicate Account Check

Duplicate Account Check through buyer invite matching
If a supplier receives a buyer invite, and clicks Accept, then Ariba Network will automatically run a duplicate check based on the supplier details from the buyer invite 

and display any matching accounts. If the supplier recognizes any of the accounts as their own, they may directly login*. Otherwise they can contact the account 

admin. [*This requires the admin user for any non-sourcing related onboarding flows.]
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Feature at a Glance - Detailed feature information

Introducing: Duplicate Account Check

Duplicate Account Check and notification through email domain registration (1)
Suppliers may “register” email domains to receive notification if new accounts are created or if a new relationship is established using a registered email domain. Only 

email domains from validated user emails and non-public email domains can be registered by users with permission “ID Registration Access”.
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Feature at a Glance - Detailed feature information

Introducing: Duplicate Account Check

Duplicate Account Check and notification through email domain registration (2)
If a new supplier registers a new account for which a matching registered email domain exists, then that matched account admin gets notified of the newly registered 

supplier account. The newly registered supplier can continue using the account; they are not blocked.
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Feature at a Glance - Detailed feature information

Introducing: Duplicate Account Check

Duplicate Account Check and notification through email domain registration, with blocking
Suppliers can “register” email domains and can select if new account are blocked when created during procurement (fulfillment) relationship requests.

If a supplier registers a new account using an email that matches a registered email domain with blocking option enabled, then that registration process is blocked, 

and the supplier must contact the admin of the supplier account associated with the registered email domain to resolve whether such new account is desirable or the 

supplier should become a sub-user in an existing account.
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